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1.0 Introduction: 
 

The Giant Meter wave Radio Telescope (GMRT) is getting upgraded with the 
newly developed CWDM/DWDM (Course Wavelength Division Multiplexing/ Dense 
Wavelength Division Multiplexing) based broad band analog fiber optic link system, 
under 11th plan. The report attempts to study the signal flow analysis of the cascaded 
fiber optic chain which covers up to 25km range over a frequency band of 50MHz to 
1600 MHz. Using CWDM/DWDM techniques without disturbing existing analog 
fiber optic link, a broad band signal also carried to the Central Electronics Building 
for the analysis. This report also attempts to study the overall noise performance, gain 
and dynamic range of the fiber optic system. 

 
The importance of signal flow analysis is to understand the receiver dynamic 

range, signal operating levels for better performance and G/T ratio of a receiver. 
Further the system can be tuned for better performance for change in operating levels. 
In the following report the fiber optic system analysis is done using XLS and 
Spectrum microwave and the simulated results are compared with practical results.  
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2.0 Block Diagram 
 

The above block diagram shows the 
end of the receiver system to the back end receiver system. The link ranges from 200
metre to 21 Km. The directional coupler is provided at the beginning and end of the 
system to monitor the signal levels
above setup will provide the existing system to run parallel with broad band analog 
signal. The label IF in above figure shows the existing 
going to input to IF system for down 
shows the broad band signal path.
providing a proper attenuation to 3 dB splitter. The overall gain of the broad band 
system is around 20 dB.
performance but they totally differ in their wavelength.

The fiber optic link can handle an optical power variation up to +3 dBm to 
dBm. To handle RF power level variation a variable attenuator is placed which can 
handle 0 to 30 dBm RF power 
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Fig 1 

The above block diagram shows the fiber optic link which connects from front 
end of the receiver system to the back end receiver system. The link ranges from 200

The directional coupler is provided at the beginning and end of the 
system to monitor the signal levels of front end o/p and back end i/p respectively
above setup will provide the existing system to run parallel with broad band analog 
signal. The label IF in above figure shows the existing GMRT return link which is 
going to input to IF system for down conversion. The main path in the block diagram 
shows the broad band signal path. The signal level of IF system is maintained by 
providing a proper attenuation to 3 dB splitter. The overall gain of the broad band 
system is around 20 dB. The CWDM and DWDM systems having almost same 
performance but they totally differ in their wavelength. 

The fiber optic link can handle an optical power variation up to +3 dBm to 
dBm. To handle RF power level variation a variable attenuator is placed which can 

0 dBm RF power variation in front end system.  
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optic link which connects from front 
end of the receiver system to the back end receiver system. The link ranges from 200 

The directional coupler is provided at the beginning and end of the 
of front end o/p and back end i/p respectively. The 

above setup will provide the existing system to run parallel with broad band analog 
GMRT return link which is 

conversion. The main path in the block diagram 
The signal level of IF system is maintained by 

providing a proper attenuation to 3 dB splitter. The overall gain of the broad band 
stems having almost same 

The fiber optic link can handle an optical power variation up to +3 dBm to -15 
dBm. To handle RF power level variation a variable attenuator is placed which can 
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3.0 System Configuration 

 The above block diagram
Division Multiplexing) above transmitter frequencies
antenna. At present configuration we can use 4 transmitter (above diagram shows only 3 
transmitter were used and one is kept for spare). Above configuration 
link to antenna. Frequency used in DWDM sys
193.6 THz. 

 The system configuration diagram shows the two fibers, one is used for Ethernet link 
to antenna and other one used fo
for broad band signal transmission RF channels CH1 and CH2 respectively. 193.6 THz is 
used for existing GMRT return link and 1310 nm wavelength is used to maintain forward link 
of existing system.   

 We have CWDM system 
almost same as DWDM system as shown above fig 2. The CWDM (Course Wavelength 
Division Multiplexing) has the 
a wavelength spacing of 20nm where as DWDM system is 200 GHz (1.6 nm) spacing
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Fig 2 

The above block diagram (Fig 2) shown is for DWDM system (Dense Wavelength 
ing) above transmitter frequencies is shown with reference to W04 

antenna. At present configuration we can use 4 transmitter (above diagram shows only 3 
transmitter were used and one is kept for spare). Above configuration also 
link to antenna. Frequency used in DWDM system is 193.0 THz, 193.2 THz,

The system configuration diagram shows the two fibers, one is used for Ethernet link 
to antenna and other one used for multiplexing the signals. 193.0 THz, 193.4 THz are used 

smission RF channels CH1 and CH2 respectively. 193.6 THz is 
used for existing GMRT return link and 1310 nm wavelength is used to maintain forward link 

We have CWDM system also installed in two GMRT antennas whose performance is 
t same as DWDM system as shown above fig 2. The CWDM (Course Wavelength 

has the wavelength 1510 nm, 1530 nm, 1550 nm and 1570 nm. It has 
a wavelength spacing of 20nm where as DWDM system is 200 GHz (1.6 nm) spacing
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shown is for DWDM system (Dense Wavelength 
is shown with reference to W04 

antenna. At present configuration we can use 4 transmitter (above diagram shows only 3 
also shows the Ethernet 

tem is 193.0 THz, 193.2 THz, 193.4 THz and 

The system configuration diagram shows the two fibers, one is used for Ethernet link 
r multiplexing the signals. 193.0 THz, 193.4 THz are used 

smission RF channels CH1 and CH2 respectively. 193.6 THz is 
used for existing GMRT return link and 1310 nm wavelength is used to maintain forward link 

whose performance is 
t same as DWDM system as shown above fig 2. The CWDM (Course Wavelength 

wavelength 1510 nm, 1530 nm, 1550 nm and 1570 nm. It has 
a wavelength spacing of 20nm where as DWDM system is 200 GHz (1.6 nm) spacing. 
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RF PIU block:  

The starting stage of fiber optic system is RF PIU
(only one channel is shown). 

 RF PIU it receives front end signal and split into three signals, one is for monitoring 
directional coupler at antenna base,
and final one will go to broad band system. IF system wil
received by RF PIU. The variable attenuator was set to insertion loss of 10 dB by setting bits 
of attenuator for both channels
technical report by Gopinathan on “

1 dB compression test plot of RF PIU
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The starting stage of fiber optic system is RF PIU, block diagram as shown 

Fig 3 

RF PIU it receives front end signal and split into three signals, one is for monitoring 
directional coupler at antenna base, second is IF system to maintain the existing GMRT link 
and final one will go to broad band system. IF system will receive signal level equal to signal 
received by RF PIU. The variable attenuator was set to insertion loss of 10 dB by setting bits 

channels. The RF PIU specifications are given below (
technical report by Gopinathan on “RF gain block for Broad band analog fiber optic link

Fig 4 

1 dB compression test plot of RF PIU both CH1 and CH2 showing same response.
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block diagram as shown  in Fig 3 below 

 

RF PIU it receives front end signal and split into three signals, one is for monitoring 
second is IF system to maintain the existing GMRT link 

l receive signal level equal to signal 
received by RF PIU. The variable attenuator was set to insertion loss of 10 dB by setting bits 

The RF PIU specifications are given below (Ref: An internal 
RF gain block for Broad band analog fiber optic link”). 

 

both CH1 and CH2 showing same response. 
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Fiber Optic Block 

 Fiber optic block includes only optical transmitter (laser source) and optical receiver 
(photodiode with Trance Impedance Amplifier).  Below shown table is DWDM performance. 
The CWDM system having almost same performance as DWDM system. 

 ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS (DWDM)  
PARAMETERS CONDITION UNITS MIN. TYP. MAX. 
Operating Frequency 3 dB bandwidth  DC  3 GHz 
Gain I/P to ORx = -3 dBm dB  -21  
Noise figure  dB  28  
Group delay Peak-to-Peak ns  0.68  
VSWR Input / Output   1.8  
Phase noise 1 kHz offset dBc/Hz  83  
Gain flatness DC to 2 GHz dB -1.5  +1.5 
Input power at 1 dB compression  dBm +18 +19  
Input third order intercept point  dBm  +36  
Channel Isolation in RF  dB +65   
Carrier to noise ratio 1 Hz bandwidth dB  106 109 
Intermodulation distortion level  dBc +50 +55 +56 
Harmonic level  dBc  +35 +40 
Compression dynamic range 1 Hz bandwidth dB/Hz  134  
Spurious-free dynamic range 1 Hz bandwidth dB/Hz2/3  105  
Input noise density 1 Hz bandwidth dBm/Hz    
Maximum input power No damage dBm   +19 
Maximum output power Saturated dBm   -12.8 
Impedance Input / output Ohms  50  
Input RF connector Type N female     
Output RF connectors SMA female     

Table No. 1 

Cascaded Performance: 

 Cascaded performance of Fiber optic system done using XLS calculation, Spectrum 
Microwave Simulation 7.0 and results are compared with practical measurement and given as 
a summary. 

 Parameters optimised for the cascaded system 

Gain: Gain is a measure of the ability of a device to increase the power or amplitude of a 
signal from the input to the output. 

Noise Figure: Noise figure is the increase in noise power of a device from the input to the 
output. In effect, it is the amount of decrease of the signal-to-noise ratio. 

1 dB compression: The 1-dB compression point is the measure of receiver performance that 
indicates the input level at which the receiver begins to deviate radically from linear 
amplitude response. In a linear device, for each dB of input-level increase, there is a 
corresponding dB increase in output level. In the case of input overload, the output does not 
continue to increase with each input increase, but instead, the output tends to limit. The input 
level at which the output deviates from linear response by 1 dB is known as the 1-dB 
compression point. 
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Intercept Point: The device is fed with two sine tones with a small frequency difference. 
The n-th order inter modulation products
input tones. The presence of 2 or more tones in a non
modulation products, these products are the sum and difference of multiples of the 
fundamental tones i.e. if f1 and f2 are slightly spaced fundamental frequencies then third 
order products will be 2f2-f1 or 2f1

Signal to Noise ratio: It is defined as the ratio of signal power to the noise power.

Equivalent Input Noise: EIN is defined as the amount of RF n
would be needed to produce the amount of noise observed at the output of the link if the total 
link itself were noiseless. Its units can be mW/Hz or dBm/Hz.
 

Dynamic Range:  

Compression Dynamic Range:
minimum signal (Sensitivity) to saturation level (1 dB compression point) of 
in the bandwidth of concern. 

Spurious Free Dynamic Range:
can be detected in a system (i.e., a signal just above the noise level of the system), and the 
largest signal that can be introduced into a system without creating detectable distortions in 
the bandwidth of concern. 
 

Headroom: of a receiver is defined as the range between the smallest expected signal 
for linear operation of system to the maximum signal level it can handle in the bandwidth 
concern.  

XLS Spread sheet Calculation

 In XLS spread sheet calculation we need
noise figure, P1 dB and IP3. Followings are the methods/formulas used to calculate cascaded 
performance. The following block shows the n devices are connected and the each devices 
value is given. Gain ‘G’ in dB,
dB’ in dBm and input third order intercept point ‘IIP3’ in dBm.
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The device is fed with two sine tones with a small frequency difference. 
modulation products then appear at n times the frequency spacing o

The presence of 2 or more tones in a non-linear device gener
hese products are the sum and difference of multiples of the 
if f1 and f2 are slightly spaced fundamental frequencies then third 

f1 or 2f1-f2. 

It is defined as the ratio of signal power to the noise power.

EIN is defined as the amount of RF noise at the input of a link that 
would be needed to produce the amount of noise observed at the output of the link if the total 
link itself were noiseless. Its units can be mW/Hz or dBm/Hz. 

Compression Dynamic Range: It’s a receiver linear range over which 
minimum signal (Sensitivity) to saturation level (1 dB compression point) of 

Spurious Free Dynamic Range: of a system is the range between the smallest signal that 
tected in a system (i.e., a signal just above the noise level of the system), and the 

largest signal that can be introduced into a system without creating detectable distortions in 

of a receiver is defined as the range between the smallest expected signal 
for linear operation of system to the maximum signal level it can handle in the bandwidth 

Calculation:  

calculation we need to take individual block details like gain, 
noise figure, P1 dB and IP3. Followings are the methods/formulas used to calculate cascaded 

The following block shows the n devices are connected and the each devices 
is given. Gain ‘G’ in dB, Noise Figure ‘N.F’ in dB, Input 1 dB compression point ‘IP1 

dB’ in dBm and input third order intercept point ‘IIP3’ in dBm. Where f is noise factor.

Fig 5 
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The device is fed with two sine tones with a small frequency difference. 
times the frequency spacing of the 

linear device generates inter 
hese products are the sum and difference of multiples of the 
if f1 and f2 are slightly spaced fundamental frequencies then third 

It is defined as the ratio of signal power to the noise power. 

oise at the input of a link that 
would be needed to produce the amount of noise observed at the output of the link if the total 

which it can detect 
minimum signal (Sensitivity) to saturation level (1 dB compression point) of an input signal 

of a system is the range between the smallest signal that 
tected in a system (i.e., a signal just above the noise level of the system), and the 

largest signal that can be introduced into a system without creating detectable distortions in 

of a receiver is defined as the range between the smallest expected signal levels 
for linear operation of system to the maximum signal level it can handle in the bandwidth of 

to take individual block details like gain, 
noise figure, P1 dB and IP3. Followings are the methods/formulas used to calculate cascaded 

The following block shows the n devices are connected and the each devices 
Noise Figure ‘N.F’ in dB, Input 1 dB compression point ‘IP1 

Where f is noise factor. 
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푔 = 10 / 	  퐺	 = 	10	 ∗ 	퐿표푔	(푔) 

푓	 = 	10 . /   푁.퐹	 = 	10	 ∗ 	퐿표푔	(푓) 

푝1푑퐵	 = 	10 	 	/    푃1	푑퐵	 = 	10	 ∗ 	퐿표푔	(푝1	푑퐵) 

Cascaded system Calculation: 

 Gain: 

푔	 = 	 (푔1	 ∗ 	푔2	 ∗ 	푔3	 ∗ 	− 	−	−	−	−	−	−	푔	푛 − 1	 ∗ 	푔	푛)	 Or 

       퐺	 = 	퐺1	 + 	퐺2	 + 	퐺3	 + 	− 	−	−	− 	퐺푛 − 1	 + 	퐺푛                                                          ….. (1) 

  

Noise Figure: 

 Cascaded noise factor (By using Friis formula) 

  

f = 푓1 +
f2 − 1
푔1

+
f3 − 1
푔1 ∗ 푔2

+ ⋯		+
fn − 1

푔1 ∗ 푔2 ∗ …푔푛 − 1
 

  Noise Figure  푁.퐹	 = 	10	 ∗ 	퐿표푔	(푓)                                              …. (2) 

 Input P1 dB: 

1
ip1dB

=
1

푖푝1푑퐵1
+

g1
ip1dB2

+
g1 ∗ g2
푖푝1푑퐵3

+ ⋯+
푔1 ∗ 푔2 ∗ … . . .∗ 푔푛 − 1

푖푝1푑퐵푛
 

…. (3) 

 푃1	푑퐵	 = 	10	 ∗ 	퐿표푔	(	1/푖푝1푑퐵)                

 

Input IP3: 

1
iip3

=
1

푖푖푝31
+

g1
iip32

+
g1 ∗ g2
푖푖푝33

+ ⋯+
푔1 ∗ 푔2 ∗ … . . .∗ 푔푛 − 1

푖푖푝3푛
 

                   …. (4) 

퐼퐼푃3	 = 	10	 ∗ 	퐿표푔	(	1/푖푖푝3) 
  System Thermal Noise  

Noise power is based on the thermal noise power at the input of the system, along 
with system gain and noise figure: 
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Thermal noise  푃	 = 	푘	 ∗ 	푇	 ∗ 	퐵  [Watts], 
 

where, k = Boltzmann constant = 1.3807 * 10 	  

T = Ambient temperature {oK} 

B = Bandwidth {Hz} 

  
 푃	[푑퐵푚] = 10 ∗ 	 log 	 	(1000 ∗ 푘 ∗ 푇 ∗ 퐵)               …. (4) 

 

For T = 290 C 

P [dBm] = - 173.975 dBm / Hz 

 
We have the thermal noise at the input, add the system gain and the additional noise 
added by the system (the NF) to get the noise power at the output: 

 PNoise@Output [dBm] = PNoise@Input + GainSystem + NFSystem 

     = -173.97 + 19 + 13.3 

              = -141.67 dBm / Hz 

   = -141.67 – 10 * Log (300 x 103) 

																															푷푵풐풊풔풆@푶풖풕풑풖풕	[풅푩풎] 	= 	−	ퟖퟔ.ퟖퟗ	풅푩풎	/	ퟑퟎퟎ	푲푯풛	 

The above result shows the minimum expected noise floor of the output of fiber optic 
system for a given resolution bandwidth in spectrum analyzer. 

  

 Dynamic Range 

 Compression Dynamic Range:  

퐶.퐷.푅	 = 	퐼푃1	푑퐵 − 푁.퐹 − 10 ∗ 퐿표푔(푘 ∗ 푇 ∗ 퐵) 

C.D.R = -4.9 – 13.3 - (-173.9)  

                                                              = 155.7 dB / Hz 

                                                  C.D.R = 69.67 dB / 400 MHz 

 Spurious Free Dynamic Range: 

푆.퐹.퐷.푅	 = 	
2
3

[퐼퐼푃3 − 푁.퐹 − 10 ∗ 퐿표푔	(푘 ∗ 푇 ∗ 퐵)] 
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          S.F.D.R = 2/3 (9.3 – 13.3 – (-173.9)) 

          S.F.D.R = 113 dB / Hz2/3 

         S.F.D.R = 56 dB / 400 MHz2/3    

 Head room Calculation:  

 Minimum input signal level expected to the fiber optic block for 20 dB output SNR is 
-47 dBm / 400 MHz. Maximum input signal level required to the fiber optic block so that it 
will give 20 dB output SNR without saturating is -5 dBm / 400 MHz. 

Head room = 42 dB / 400 MHz 

 

Analysis using by Spectrum Microwave Software: 

OTx and Orx block representation 

To represent fiber optic block in spectrum microwave software is very difficult due to 
lack of laser module in the software. Hence equivalent block of Fiber block is represented 
shown as below. Where overall gain, 1 dB, noise figure and IP3 will match to the exact 
practical values of the system (Practical block includes the OTx and Orx PIU with an optical 
power of – 3dBm to Orx unit).  

 

Fig 6 
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Cascaded Analysis 

 

Fig 7 

The cascaded results are tabulated in table no 2. 
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Below Cascaded performance details were taken in W04 antenna (DWDM system), 
and CWDM system also perform almost same.  

 

Fig 8 

 

Fig 9 
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Fig 10 

 

Fig 11 
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Summary: 

Parameters Practical 
Measurement 

XLS Calculation Spectrum Microwave 
Simulation 

Gain (in dB) 20 19 19 
Noise Figure (in dB) 14 13.30 13.08 
Input 1 dB compression 
point (in dBm) 

-4 -4.9 -4.9 

Input third order 
intercept point (in dBm) 

10 9.35 10.35 

Compression Dynamic 
Range ( dB/Hz) 

150 155.76 153.99 

Compression Dynamic 
Range ( dB/ 400 Hz) 

64 69.74 67.97 

Spurious Free Dynamic 
Range (dB/Hz 2/3) 

 113.36 112.17 

Spurious Free Dynamic 
Range (dB/400 Hz 2/3) 

 56.01 54.83 

Table no 2 

 

Conclusion 

 Signal flow analysis is a very power full method to tune / characterize the dynamic 
range and operating levels of signals. The above analysis method can be further extended for 
characterising the complete receiver performance by using calculation, simulation and 
practical test method. 

 The fiber optic system designed for GMRT upgrade is studied for various RF 
parameters like dynamic range, headroom and noise performance for the complete cascaded 
system and optimized the system performance by reconfiguring the RF modules in the 
receiver chain and completed using the signal flow analysis which is implemented for GMRT 
fiber optic upgrade. 
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